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Artificial intelligence

I machines (or computers) that mimic cognitive
functions that we associate with the human mind
I translate text (like a book)
I recognize object in image (face, handwriting)
I recognize speech
I creativity (poetry, music, paintings)
I expert diagnosis (physician, mechanic)

I Tesler: AI is whatever hasn’t been done yet
I optical character recognition
I playing chess

What kind of murderer has moral fiber? – A cereal killer.



Machine learning

Machine learning involves computers discovering how they can perform
tasks without being explicitly programmed to do so.
Traditional algorithm:

I A human programmer designs an algorithm telling the machine
how to execute all steps required to solve the problem at hand.

For some tasks, it can be challenging for a human to manually create
the needed algorithm.
Machine learning algorithm:

I A human programmer designs an algorithm that helps the
computer develop its own algorithm, rather than having human
programmer specify every needed step.

I Do not let the word “learning” mislead you.



Machine learning example: Spam filtering

Text Category

secret prize! claim secret prize now spam
could you send me that image we talked about ham
account compromised reset password spam
free entry for 2 week tournament spam
are you coming to a secret party for Mark ham
you have a virus please download spam
I’m in Ljubljana on Thursday, have time? ham
$50 gift card for Amazon spam

data parameters

model

ML

algorithm

Basic machine learning algorithm:

I Count the words that appear in spam/ham messages

I Calculate probabilities that a word is present in a message
belonging to a given class

Result is a model that can calculate probability that a message is spam



Machine learning

Artificial intelligence that is not machine learning:

I rule-based systems (natural language processing, theorem proving)

I early computer vision





Bicycle sharing stations

Let us predict which stations are too full or too empty.



Google Colaboratory



Artificial neural network
Despite its name it doesn’t have much to do with biological brain.

It is a simple mathematical model that:
I is fast – can be easily parallelized

I matrix multiplication is highly
parallelizable and optimized

I composition of linear functions is
linear – we need nonlinearity

I the fastest nonlinear functions are
those of a single variable

I can capture wide range of functions
I L-NL and NL-L are not universal

approximators
I NL-L-NL and L-NL-L are and out of

those L-NL-L is faster

Traditional neural network

a = W1x + b1

h = σ(a)

y = W2h + b2



Deep neural network

The number of all possible models
for a network with a single hidden
layer is

a#parameters

#hidden units!

More formal result for capacity of
a deep network (per parameter)
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Deep neural network

More philosophical reasons for why depth is good:

I belief that the function we want to learn is a computer program
consisting of multiple steps, where each step makes use of the
previous step’s output

I belief that the nature of knowledge is hierarchical, where more
abstract concepts build on simpler ones

I belief that the learning problem consists of discovering a set of
underlying factors of variation that can in turn be described in
terms of other, simpler underlying factors of variation



Deep neural network





Training a neural network

There have been many procedures to train neural networks through
history.

I learning rules (Hebian, correlation)

I perceptron learning (linear least squares)

I neuroevolution

I gradient based methods

input output

target

error



Training a neural network

I gradient based methods

input output

target

error

I Derivative of error with respect
to all parameters of the
network are calculated using
backpropagation algorithm.

I Parameters of the network are
changed in direction that
minimizes the error.



Overfitting and underfitting

Overfitting is a modeling error that
occurs when a model has learned
too much.

I model capacity is so high that
noise is being modeled

I model doesn’t generalize well
from our training data to
unseen data

I this can usually be avoided by

#data instances� #parameters



Overfitting and underfitting

However, overfitting is a
complicated phenomenon.

I model capacity

I data set distribution

I complexity of an underlying
problem

The most bulletproof way to know
if overfitting happened is to
measure error on unseen data

I Test error
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Cyclic variables



Regularization

AI problems normally require high capacity
models.

I depth due to problem complexity

I width to ensure information flow

To reduce overfitting we handicap the
network without reducing its size.

I constraints on the structure of the
network

I disruptions in the training phase

Techniques:

I weight decay

I parameter sharing

I semi-supervised
learning

I dropout

I early stopping

I sparse representations

I data augmentation

I batch/layer
normalization



Weight decay

error + λ‖parameters‖q

Dropout

Batch normalization
Data augmentation





Cross-validation method



Deep learning

Official definition: Deep learning is the study of machine learning
models composed of multiple layers of functions that progressively
extract higher level features from the raw input.

However, this idea existed also 1950–2010 when success of deep
learning was very limited.

I gradient based training (on GPU)

I availability of large quantity of data

I appropriate cost functions

I new regularizations

I new representation mappings (eg. embeddings)

I new network architectures



Multitask learning



Classification



Classification



Recommender system



Embedding layer



Recurrent neural networks



Autoencoder



Generative adversarial network



Memory-augmented neural Networks



Questions?


